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Faithful and Virtuous Night Louise Glück 2014-09-09 Winner of the 2014 National Book Award for Poetry A
luminous, seductive new collection from the "fearless" (The New York Times) Pulitzer Prize–winning poet
Louise Glück is one of the finest American poets at work today. Her Poems 1962–2012 was hailed as "a major
event in this country's literature" in the pages of The New York Times. Every new collection is at once a
deepening and a revelation. Faithful and Virtuous Night is no exception. You enter the world of this
spellbinding book through one of its many dreamlike portals, and each time you enter it's the same place but it
has been arranged differently. You were a woman. You were a man. This is a story of adventure, an
encounter with the unknown, a knight's undaunted journey into the kingdom of death; this is a story of the
world you've always known, that first primer where "on page three a dog appeared, on page five a ball" and
every familiar facet has been made to shimmer like the contours of a dream, "the dog float[ing] into the sky to
join the ball." Faithful and Virtuous Night tells a single story but the parts are mutable, the great sweep of its
narrative mysterious and fateful, heartbreaking and charged with wonder.

The Songs of the South Qu Yuan 2011-07-07 The Songs of the South is an anthology first compiled in the
second century A.D. Its poems, originating from the state of Chu and rooted in Shamanism, are grouped under
seventeen titles and contain all that we know of Chinese poetry's ancient beginnings. The earliest poems were
composed in the fourth century B.C. and almost half of them are traditionally ascribed to Qu Yuan.
The Zen Teaching of Bodhidharma Bodhidharma 2009-11-01 A fifth-century Indian Buddhist monk,
Bodhidharma is credited with bringing Zen to China. Although the tradition that traces its ancestry back to
him did not flourish until nearly two hundred years after his death, today millions of Zen Buddhists and
students of kung fu claim him as their spiritual father. While others viewed Zen practice as a purification of
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the mind or a stage on the way to perfect enlightenment, Bodhidharma equated Zen with buddhahood and
believed that it had a place in everyday life. Instead of telling his disciples to purify their minds, he pointed
them to rock walls, to the movements of tigers and cranes, to a hollow reed floating across the Yangtze. This
bilingual edition, the only volume of the great teacher's work currently available in English, presents four
teachings in their entirety. "Outline of Practice" describes the four all-inclusive habits that lead to
enlightenment, the "Bloodstream Sermon" exhorts students to seek the Buddha by seeing their own nature,
the "Wake-up Sermon" defends his premise that the most essential method for reaching enlightenment is
beholding the mind. The original Chinese text, presented on facing pages, is taken from a Ch'ing dynasty
woodblock edition.

Classical Chinese Poetry David Hinton 2014-06-10 With this groundbreaking collection, translated and edited
by the renowned poet and translator David Hinton, a new generation will be introduced to the work that
riveted Ezra Pound and transformed modern poetry. The Chinese poetic tradition is the largest and longest
continuous tradition in world literature, and this rich and far-reaching anthology of nearly five hundred poems
provides a comprehensive account of its first three millennia (1500 BCE to 1200 CE), the period during which
virtually all its landmark developments took place. Unlike earlier anthologies of Chinese poetry, Hinton's book
focuses on a relatively small number of poets, providing selections that are large enough to re-create each as a
fully realized and unique voice. New introductions to each poet's work provide a readable history, told for the
first time as a series of poetic innovations forged by a series of master poeets. From the classic texts of Chinese
philosophy to intensely personal lyrics, from love poems to startling and strange perspectives on nature,
Hinton has collected an entire world of beauty and insight. And in his eye-opening translations, these ancient
poems feel remarkably fresh and contemporary, presenting a literature both radically new and entirely
resonant, in Classical Chinese Poetry.
A History of Western Appreciation of English-translated Tang Poetry Lan Jiang 2018-03-08 This book
examines the development of English-translated Tang poetry and its propagation to the Western world. It
consists of two parts, the first of which addresses the initial stage of English-translated Tang poetry’s
propagation, and the second exploring its further development. By analyzing the historical background and
characteristics of these two stages, the book traces the trend back to its roots, discusses some well-known early
sinologists and their contributions, and familiarizes readers with the general course of Tang poetry’s
development. In addition, it presents the translated versions of many Tang poems. The dissemination of Tang
poetry to the Western world is a significant event in the history of cross-cultural communication. From the
simple imitation of poetic techniques to the acceptance and identification of key poetic concepts, the Tang
poetry translators gradually constructed a classic “Chinese style” in modern American poetry. Hence, the
traditional Chinese culture represented by Tang poetry spread more widely in the English-speaking world,
producing a more lasting impact on societies and cultures outside China – and demonstrating the poetry’s
ability to transcend the boundaries of time, region, nationality and culture. Due to different cultural
backgrounds, the Tang poets or poems admired most by Western readers may not necessarily receive high
acclaim in China. Sometimes language barriers and cultural differences make it impossible to represent certain
allusions or cultural and ethnic concepts correctly during the translation process. However, in recent decades,
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the translation of Tang poetry has evolved considerably in both quantity and quality. As culture is manifested
in language, and language is part of culture, the translation of Tang poetry has allowed Western scholars to
gain an unprecedented understanding of China and Chinese culture.
The Complete Cold Mountain Kazuaki Tanahashi 2018-06-26 A fresh translation--and new envisioning--of the
most accessible and beloved of all classic Chinese poetry. Welcome to the magical, windswept world of Cold
Mountain. These poems from the literary riches of China have long been celebrated by cultures of both East
and West—and continue to be revered as among the most inspiring and enduring works of poetry worldwide.
This groundbreaking new translation presents the full corpus of poetry traditionally associated with Hanshan
(“Cold Mountain”) and sheds light on its origins and authorship like never before. Kazuaki Tanahashi and Peter
Levitt honor the contemplative Buddhist elements of this classic collection of poems while revealing Hanshan’s
famously jubilant humor, deep love of solitude in nature, and overwhelming warmth of heart. In addition, this
translation features the full Chinese text of the original poems and a wealth of fascinating supplements,
including traditional historical records, an in-depth study of the Cold Mountain poets (here presented as three
distinct authors), and more.
The Poetry of Hanshan (Cold Mountain), Shide, and Fenggan Paul Rouzer 2016-10-24 Due to their popularity
with the American counterculture, the poems attributed to Hanshan, Shide and Fenggan have been translated
several times in recent decades. However, previous translations have either been broadly popular in nature or
have failed to understand fully the colloquial qualities of the originals. This new version provides a complete
Chinese/English edition of the poems, aimed at combining readability with scholarly accuracy. It will prove
useful to students of Chinese poetry and of Chinese religion, as well as anyone interested in a better
understanding of works that have proved so influential in the history of East Asian Buddhism and in world
literature.
The Works of Li Qingzhao Ronald Egan 2019-01-29 Previous translations and descriptions of Li Qingzhao are
molded by an image of her as lonely wife and bereft widow formed by centuries of manipulation of her work
and legacy by scholars and critics (all of them male) to fit their idea of a what a talented woman writer would
sound like. The true voice of Li Qingzhao is very different. A new translation and presentation of her is
needed to appreciate her genius and to account for the sense that Chinese readers have always had, despite
what scholars and critics were saying, about the boldness and originality of her work. The introduction will lay
out the problems of critical refashioning and conventionalization of her carried out in the centuries after her
death, thus preparing the reader for a new reading. Her songs and poetry will then be presented in a way that
breaks free of a narrow autobiographical reading of them, distinguishes between reliable and unreliable
attributions, and also shows the great range of her talent by including important prose pieces and seldom read
poems. In this way, the standard image of Li Qingzhao, exemplied by a handful of her best known and largely
misunderstood works, will be challenged and replaced by a new understanding. The volume will present a
literary portrait of Li Qingzhao radically unlike the one in conventional anthologies and literary histories,
allowing English readers for the first time to appreciate her distinctiveness as a writer and to properly gauge
her achievement as a female alternative, as poet and essayist, to the male literary culture of her day.
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Cold Mountain Poems Han Shan 2019-05-07 The incomparable poetry of Han Shan (Cold Mountain) and his
sidekick Shih Te, the rebel poets who became icons of Chinese poetry and Zen, has long captured the
imagination of poetry lovers and Zen aficionados. Popularized in the West by Beat Generation writers Gary
Snyder and Jack Kerouac, these legendary T’ang era (618–907) figures are portrayed as the laughing, ragged
pair who left their poetry on stones, trees, farmhouses, and the walls of the monasteries they visited. Their
poetry expressed in the simplest verse but in a completely new tone, the voice of ordinary people. Here
premier translator J. P. Seaton takes a fresh look at these captivating poets, along with Wang Fan-chih, another
“outsider” poet who lived a couple centuries later and who captured the poverty and gritty day-to-day reality
of the common people of his time. Seaton’s comprehensive introduction and notes throughout give a fascinating
context to this vibrant collection.
The Road Cormac McCarthy 2007-03-20 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE
• A searing, post-apocalyptic novel about a father and son's fight to survive, this "tale of survival and the
miracle of goodness only adds to McCarthy's stature as a living master. It's gripping, frightening and,
ultimately, beautiful" (San Francisco Chronicle). A father and his son walk alone through burned America.
Nothing moves in the ravaged landscape save the ash on the wind. It is cold enough to crack stones, and when
the snow falls it is gray. The sky is dark. Their destination is the coast, although they don't know what, if
anything, awaits them there. They have nothing; just a pistol to defend themselves against the lawless bands
that stalk the road, the clothes they are wearing, a cart of scavenged food—and each other. The Road is the
profoundly moving story of a journey. It boldly imagines a future in which no hope remains, but in which the
father and his son, "each the other's world entire," are sustained by love. Awesome in the totality of its vision,
it is an unflinching meditation on the worst and the best that we are capable of: ultimate destructiveness,
desperate tenacity, and the tenderness that keeps two people alive in the face of total devastation. Look for
Cormac McCarthy's new novel, The Passenger.
Cold Mountain Hanshan 1970
On Cold Mountain Paul Rouzer 2015-12-21 In this first serious study of Hanshan (“Cold Mountain”), Paul
Rouzer discusses some seventy poems of the iconic Chinese poet who lived sometime during the Tang
dynasty (618–907). Hanshan’s poems gained a large readership in English-speaking countries following the
publication of Jack Kerouac’s novel The Dharma Bums (1958) and Gary Snyder’s translations (which began to
appear that same year), and they have been translated into English more than any other body of Chinese verse.
Rouzer investigates how Buddhism defined the way that believers may have read Hanshan in premodern
times. He proposes a Buddhist poetics as a counter-model to the Confucian assumptions of Chinese literary
thought and examines how texts by Kerouac, Snyder, and Jane Hirshfield respond to the East Asian Buddhist
tradition.
The Old Man who Does as He Pleases You Lu 1973 This volume presents a comprehensive statement in
defense of the doctrine known as classical, hedonistic, utilitarianism. It is presented as a viable alternative in the
search for a moral theory and the claim is defended that we need such a theory. Torbjörn Tännsjö challenges
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the assumption that hedonistic utilitarianism is at variance with common sense morality particularly as viewed
through the perspective of the modern feminist moral critique.
A Hundred and Seventy Chinese Poems Arthur Waley 2018-05-27 With some hesitation I have included
literal versions of six poems (three of the "Seventeen Old Poems," "Autumn Wind," "Li Fu jen," and "On the
Death of his Father") already skilfully rhymed by Professor Giles in "Chinese Poetry in English Verse." They
were too typical to omit; and a comparison of the two renderings may be of interest. Some of these translations
have appeared in the "Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies," in the "New Statesman," in the "Little
Review" (Chicago), and in "Poetry" (Chicago).
Guide to Capturing a Plum Blossom Sung Po-jen 2013-06-15 "It is one of the very first art books which helped
artists develop the aptitude for seeing the inner essence of various natural phenomena."—Shambhala Sun
"Guide to Capturing a Plum Blossomcould fit neatly into any number of contemporary-sounding categories:
hybrid text, art book, lyric essay, etc. It is a book that relies on interdependence of image and text, of history
and the present, of evocation and concrete image."—The Rumpus "Red Pine introduces Western readers to
both the text itself and the traditions it has inherited."—Virginia Quarterly Review Through a series of brief
four-lined poems and illustrations, Sung Po-jen aims at training artistic perception: how to trulyseea plum
blossom. First published in AD 1238,Guide to Capturing a Plum Blossomis considered the world's earliestknown printed art books. This bilingual edition contains the one hundred woodblock prints from the 1238
edition, calligraphic Chinese poems, and Red Pine's graceful translations and illuminating commentaries. "Tiger
Tracks" winter wind bends dry grass flicks its tail along the ridge fearful force on the loose don't try to braid
old whiskers Red Pine's commentary: "The Chinese liken the north wind that blows down from Siberia in
winter to a roaring tiger. China is home to both the Siberian and the South China tigers. While both are on the
verge of extinction, the small South China tiger still appears as far north as the Chungnan Mountains, where
hermits have shown me their tracks." Sung Po-jenwas a Chinese poet of the thirteenth century. Red
Pine(a.k.a. Bill Porter) is one of the world's foremost translators of Chinese poetry and religious texts. His
published translations includeThe Collected Songs of Cold Mountain,Lao-tzu's Taoteching, andPoems of the
Masters. He lives near Seattle, Washington.
The Anchor Book of Chinese Poetry Tony Barnstone 2010-03-03 Unmatched in scope and literary quality, this
landmark anthology spans three thousand years, bringing together more than six hundred poems by more
than one hundred thirty poets, in translations–many new and exclusive to the book–by an array of
distinguished translators. Here is the grand sweep of Chinese poetry, from the Book of Songs–ancient folk
songs said to have been collected by Confucius himself–and Laozi’s Dao De Jing to the vividly pictorial verse of
Wang Wei, the romanticism of Li Po, the technical brilliance of Tu Fu, and all the way up to the twentiethcentury poetry of Mao Zedong and the post—Cultural Revolution verse of the Misty poets. Encompassing the
spiritual, philosophical, political, mystical, and erotic strains that have emerged over millennia, this broadly
representative selection also includes a preface on the art of translation, a general introduction to Chinese poetic
form, biographical headnotes for each of the poets, and concise essays on the dynasties that structure the book.
The Anchor Book of Chinese Poetry captures with impressive range and depth the essence of China’s
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illustrious poetic tradition.
Zen Essence Thomas Cleary 2000-05-02 Drawn from the records of Chinese Zen masters of the Tang and Song
dynasties, this collection may surprise some readers. In contrast to the popular image of Zen as an authoritarian,
monastic tradition deeply rooted in Asian culture, these passages portray Zen as remarkably flexible, adaptive
to contemporary and individual needs, and transcending cultural boundaries. The readings contained in Zen
Essence emphasize that the practice of Zen requires consciousness alone and does not depend on a background
in Zen Buddhism and Asian culture. The true essence of Zen resides in the relationship between mind and
culture, whatever that culture might be. This unique collection of writings creates a picture of Zen not as a
religion or philosophy, but as a practical science of freedom.
Zen Poems of China and Japan Lucien Stryk 2007-12-01 “Excellent . . . A fine introduction to Chinese and
Japanese Zen poetry for all readers” from the editors of Zen Poetry: Let the Spring Breeze Enter (Choice).
Capturing in verse the ageless spirit of Zen, these 150 poems reflect the insight of famed masters from the
ninth century to the nineteenth. The translators, in collaboration with Zen Master Taigan Takayama, have
furnished illuminating commentary on the poems and arranged them as to facilitate comparison between the
Chinese and Japanese Zen traditions. The poems themselves, rendered in clear and powerful English, offer a
unique approach to Zen Buddhism, “compared with which,” as Lucien Stryk writes, “the many disquisitions
on its meaning are as dust to living earth. We see in these poems, as in all important religious art, East or West,
revelations of spiritual truths touched by a kind of divinity.” “One of the most intimate and dynamic books yet
published on Zen.” —Sanford Goldstein, Arizona Quarterly
The Clouds Float North Yu Xuanji 1998-11-20 “Outside of her remarkable poems, we know next to nothing
about Yu Xuanji,” David Young writes. “She was born in 844 and died in 868, at the age of twenty-four,
condemned to death for the murder of her maid…We owe the survival of her forty-nine poems to the ancient
Chinese anthologists’ urge to be complete.” The poems gathered in this bilingual (Chinese/English) edition will
be read again and again for their beauty. The works preserve Yu Xuanji’s passion, her sharp eye for detail, her
often witty variations on familiar Chinese themes, all of which give the poems an immediacy one rarely finds
in ancient, translated texts. Poems addressed to Yu Xuanji’s husband and to other men (some famous poets) and
women give us some sense of her relationships; the book also includes other traditional Chinese forms such as
meditations on landscapes and occasional poems commemorating feast days. As noted in the introduction, the
poetry also provokes us to think about the act of writing, about the culture and politics of the T’ang Dynasty,
and about gender.
The Mountain Poems of Stonehouse Stonehouse 2014-06-15 A bilingual Chinese-English volume of mountain
poems from a Zen master.
Book of Songs (Shi-Jing) Confucius 2021-06 The Book of Songs (or Shi-jing), the oldest existing anthology of
Chinese poetry, comprises 305 works created over centuries. Some feature lyrics in simple language that
reflects the common people, addressing love and courtship, political satire, and protest. Others focus on court
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life and dynasties; nearly all rhyme. This stunning dual-language edition features 32 beautiful verses,
including "Se Miu," about a man exhaustedly working for the king, and "Odes Of Yong (Bo Zhou)," a
melancholy love poem.
Lao-Tzu's Taoteching Lao Tzu 2018-05 Revised and re-translated, Red Pine's best-selling and authoritative
translation of Taoteching is now--vitally--available once again.
Road to Heaven Red Pine 2009-08-10 In 1989, Bill Porter, having spent much of his life studying and
translating Chinese religious and philosophical texts, began to wonder if the Buddhist hermit tradition still
existed in China. At the time, it was believed that the Cultural Revolution had dealt a lethal blow to all
religions in China, destroying countless temples and shrines, and forcibly returning thousands of monks and
nuns to a lay life. But when Porter travels to the Chungnan mountains — the historical refuge of ancient
hermits — he discovers that the hermit tradition is very much alive, as dozens of monks and nuns continue to
lead solitary lives in quiet contemplation of their faith deep in the mountains. Part travelogue, part history,
part sociology, and part religious study, this record of extraordinary journeys to an unknown China sheds light
on a phenomenon unparalleled in the West. Porter's discovery is more than a revelation, and uncovers the
glimmer of hope for the future of religion in China.

Reliques of Ancient English Poetry Thomas Percy 1887
The Poetry of Han-shan Hanshan 1990-01-01 This is an annotated English translation of the poetry of Han-shan
(Cold Mountain), a 7th or 8th century Chinese Buddhist recluse who wrote many poems about his life alone in
the hills. Many of his poems describe the mountains where he lived in dramatic, yet appealing terms, while at
the same time symbolizing in Zen fashion the Buddhist quest for enlightenment. Han-shan became a cult
figure in the Ch'an/Zen tradition, and legends portray him and his companion Shih-te as eccentrics who said
and did nonsensical things. Han-shan does often write on unusual topics with some of his "poems" being clever
insights that just happen to be metric and rhymed. His language is simple and direct; his images and symbols
fresh and bold. While the literary value of his work has for the most part been overlooked, this book provides
line-by-line literary analysis of some of the more artistically interesting poems. Henricks' work represents,
therefore, a major contribution to the study of Chinese literature and Chinese religion.
??? Hanshan 2000 This authoritative, bilingual edition represents the first time the entirety of Cold Mountain's
poetry has been translated into English. These translations were originally published by Copper Canyon Press
nearly twenty years ago. Now, significantly revised and expanded, the collection also includes a new preface
by the translator, Red Pine, whose accompanying notes are at once scholarly, accessible, and entertaining. Also
included for the first time are poems by two of Cold Mountain's colleagues. Legendary for his clarity,
directness, and lack of pretension, the eight-century hermit-poet Cold Mountain (Han Shan) is a major figure
in the history of Chinese literature and has been a profound influence on writers and readers worldwide.
Writers such as Charles Frazier and Gary Snyder studied his poetry, and Jack Kerouac's Dharma Bums is
dedicated "to Han Shan." 1.B storied cliffs were the fortune I cast bird trails beyond human tracks what
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surrounds my yard white clouds nesting dark rocks I've lived here quite a few years and always seen the
spring-water change tell those people with tripods and bells empty names are no damn good 71. someone sits
in a mountain gorge cloud robe sunset tassels handful of fragrances he'd share the road is long and hard
regretful and doubtful old and unaccomplished the crowd calls him crippled he stands alone steadfast 205. my
place is on Cold Mountain perched on a cliff beyond the circuit of affliction images leave no trace when they
vanish I roam the whole galaxy from here lights and shadows flash across my mind not one dharma comes
before me since I found the magic pearl I can go anywhere everywhere it's perfect Cold Mountain A
mountain man lives under thatch before his gate carts and horses are rare the forest is quiet but partial to birds
the streams are wide and home to fish with his son he picks wild fruit with his wife he hoes between rocks
what does he have at home a shelf full of nothing but books
Zen Poems Peter Harris 1999-03-23 The appreciation of Zen philosophy and art has become universal, and Zen
poetry, with its simple expression of direct, intuitive insight and sudden enlightenment, appeals to lovers of
poetry, spirituality, and beauty everywhere. This collection of translations of the classical Zen poets of China,
Japan, and Korea includes the work of Zen practitioners and monks as well as scholars, artists, travelers, and
recluses, ranging from Wang Wei, Hanshan, and Yang Wanli, to Shinkei, Basho, and Ryokan.

Zen Paintings in Edo Japan (1600-1868) Galit Aviman 2017-07-05 In Zen Buddhism, the concept of freedom is
of profound importance. And yet, until now there has been no in-depth study of the manifestation of this
liberated attitude in the lives and artwork of Edo period Zen monk-painters. This book explores the
playfulness and free-spirited attitude reflected in the artwork of two prominent Japanese Zen monk-painters:
Hakuin Ekaku (1685-1768) and Sengai Gibon (1750-1837). The free attitude emanating from their paintings is
one of the qualities which distinguish Edo period Zen paintings from those of earlier periods. These paintings
are part of a Zen ink painting tradition that began following the importation of Zen Buddhism from China at
the beginning of the Kamakura period (1185-1333). In this study, Aviman elaborates on the nature of this
particular artistic expression and identifies its sources, focusing on the lives of the monk-painters and their
artwork. The author applies a multifaceted approach, combining a holistic analysis of the paintings, i.e. as
interrelated combination of text and image, with a contextualization of the works within the specific historical,
art historical, cultural, social and political environments in which they were created.
South of the Clouds Bill Porter 2015-11-01 While flipping through the atlas of Chang Ch'i–yun, one of China's
most famous geographers, distinguished translator Bill Porter (Red Pine) developed a curiosity about the
southwestern province of China. Dubbed Yun–nan, "South of the Clouds," this was the last area modern China
to come under Chinese control. Originally conquered by the Mongols and eventually introduced to foreigners
as a vibrant setting for trade, Yun–nan became a critical crossroad connecting East and West. In 1992, Porter
left his home in Hong Kong to tour the small towns and major cities of Yun–nan, studying each of their local
cultures and larger impacts on the trajectory of Chinese history. Here, he shares his encyclopedic knowledge of
the nation's beautiful legacy while introducing new insight about the province's landscapes, people, and recent
state of affairs. He visited Bulang Mountain, where the local people had no written language of their own, so
they sent their children to live as monks in nearby Tai temples to learn Tai script. He saw women in Lijiang
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who wore traditional sheepskin jackets that bore seven frogeyes without clear explanation. In Dali, a small
town turned urban center, he recalls a massive museum built to show off the city's new wealth, only to have
half of its halls left empty and unvisited. The first of a series of three China travel memoirs to be published by
Soft Skull, Bill Porter's book tells the incredible story of a spread of land with a thousand years of human
history. His remarkable insight and unparalleled understanding of China place this book at the forefront of East
Asian travel literature.

The Collected Poems of Li He Li He 2017-03-28 The definitive collection of works by one of the Tang
Dynasty's most eccentric (and badly-behaved) poets, now back in print for the first time in decades. Li He is
the bad-boy poet of the late Tang dynasty. He began writing at the age of seven and died at twenty-six from
alcoholism or, according to a later commentator, “sexual dissipation,” or both. An obscure and unsuccessful
relative of the imperial family, he would set out at dawn on horseback, pause, write a poem, and toss the paper
away. A servant boy followed him to collect these scraps in a tapestry bag. Long considered far too extravagant
and weird for Chinese taste, Li He was virtually excluded from the poetic canon until the mid-twentieth
century. Today, as the translator and scholar Anne M. Birrell, writes, “Of all the Tang poets, even of all
Chinese poets, he best speaks for our disconcerting times.” Modern critics have compared him to Rimbaud,
Baudelaire, Keats, and Trakl. The Collected Poems of Li He is the only comprehensive selection of his
surviving work (most of his poems were reputedly burned by his cousin after his death, for the honor of the
family), rendered here in crystalline translations by the noted scholar J. D. Frodsham.

Cold Mountain Charles Frazier 2007-12-01 In 1997, Charles Frazier’s debut novel Cold Mountain made
publishing history when it sailed to the top of The New York Times best-seller list for sixty-one weeks, won
numerous literary awards, including the National Book Award, and went on to sell over three million copies.
Now, the beloved American epic returns, reissued by Grove Press to coincide with the publication of Frazier’s
eagerly-anticipated second novel, Thirteen Moons. Sorely wounded and fatally disillusioned in the fighting at
Petersburg, a Confederate soldier named Inman decides to walk back to his home in the Blue Ridge mountains
to Ada, the woman he loves. His trek across the disintegrating South brings him into intimate and sometimes
lethal converse with slaves and marauders, bounty hunters and witches, both helpful and malign. At the same
time, the intrepid Ada is trying to revive her father’s derelict farm and learning to survive in a world where
the old certainties have been swept away. As it interweaves their stories, Cold Mountain asserts itself as an
authentic odyssey, hugely powerful, majestically lovely, and keenly moving.
Road to Heaven Bill Porter 1994-01 Since the Chinese have, historically, always looked up to and encouraged
their hermits, Bill Porter wondered whether these people still existed in China today. Roaming the landscape
of the Chungnan Mountains, he discovered that they do indeed still flourish, and have extraordinary stories to
tell.
The Heart Sutra Red Pine 2004 A new translation of essential texts of Mahayana Buddhism brings together
various Sanskrit and Chinese sutra into one accessible collection of spiritual writings, including poetry, religious
texts, and wisdom from ancient teachers.
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Riprap and Cold Mountain Poems Gary Snyder 2009-08-28 By any measure, Gary Snyder is one of the greatest
poets in America in the last century. From his first book of poems to his latest collection of essays, his work and
his example, standing between Tu Fu and Thoreau, have been influential all over the world. Riprap, his first
book of poems, was published in Japan in 1959 by Origin Press, and it is the fiftieth anniversary of that
groundbreaking book we celebrate with this edition. A small press reprint of that book included Snyder's
translations of Han Shan's Cold Mountain Poems, perhaps the finest translations of that remarkable poet ever
made into English. Reintroducing one of the twentieth century's foremost collections of poetry, this edition
will please those already familiar with this work and excite a new generation of readers with its profound
simplicity and spare elegance.
The Little Engine That Could Watty Piper 2020-06-23 The special anniversary edition of The Little Engine
That Could™ contains the entire text and original artwork. Young readers, as well as parents and
grandparents, will treasure the story of the blue locomotive who exemplifies the power of positive thinking.
The Oxford Guide to Literature in English Translation Peter France 2001 Translation has been a crucial process
in world culture over the past two millennia and more. In the English-speaking cultures many of the most
important texts are translations, from Homer to Beckett, the Bible to Freud. Although recent years have seen a
boom in translation studies, there hasbeen no comprehensive yet convenient guide to this essential element of
literature in English.Written by eminent scholars from many countries, the Oxford Guide to Literature in
English Translation meets this need and will be essential reading for all students of English and comparative
literature. It highlights the place of translation in our culture, encouraging awareness of the issuesraised,
making the translator more 'visible'. Concentrating on major writers and works, it covers translations out of
many languages, from Greek to Korean, from Swahili to Russian. For some works (e.g. Virgil's Aeneid) which
have been much translated, the discussion is historical and critical,showing how translation has evolved over
the centuries and bringing out the differences between versions. Elsewhere, with less familiar literatures, the
Guide examines the extent to which translation has done justice to the range of work available.The Guide is
divided into two parts. Part I contains substantial essays on theoretical questions, a pioneering outline of the
history of translation into English, and discussions of the problems raised by specific types of text (e.g. poetry,
oral literature). The second, much longer, part consistsof entries grouped by language of origin; some are
devoted to individual texts (e.g. the Thousand and One Nights) or writers (e.g. Ibsen, Proust), but the majority
offer a critical overview of a genre (e.g. Chinese poetry, Spanish Golden Age drama) or of a national literature
(e.g. Hungarian,Scottish Gaelic). There is a selective bibliography for each entry and an index of authors and
translators.
Red Pine 2003 Poetry is China’s greatest art, and for the past eight centuries Poems of the Masters has
been that country’s most studied and memorized collection of verse. For the first time ever in English, here is
the complete text, with an introduction and extensive notes by renowned translator, Red Pine. Over one
hundred poets are represented in this bilingual edition, including many of China’s celebrated poets: Li Pai,
Wang Wei, Tu Fu, Wang Po, and Ou-yang Hsiu. Poems of the Masters was compiled during the Sung
dynasty (960–1278), a time when poetry became the defining measure of human relationships and
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understanding. As Red Pine writes in his introduction: "Nothing was significant without a poem, no social or
ritual occasion, no political or personal event was considered complete without a few well-chosen words that
summarized the complexities of the Chinese vision of reality and linked that vision with the beat of their
hearts . . . [Poetry’s] greatest flowering was in the T’ang and Sung, when suddenly it was everywhere: in the
palace, in the street, in every household, every inn, every monastery, in every village square." "Chiupu River
Song" by Li Pai My white hair extends three miles the sorrow of parting made it this long who would guess
to look in a mirror where autumn frost comes from Red Pine (the pen name of writer and independent
scholar Bill Porter) is one of the world’s most respected translators of Chinese literature, bringing into English
several of China’s central religious and literary texts: Taoteching, The Diamond Sutra, Zen Teachings of
Bodhidharma, and Collected Songs of Cold Mountain. He lives near Seattle, Washington.

Book of Haikus Jack Kerouac 2013-04-01 Highlighting a lesser-known aspect of one of America's most
influential authors, this new collection displays Jack Kerouac's interest in and mastery of haiku. Experimenting
with this compact poetic genre throughout his career, Kerouac often included haiku in novels, correspondence,
notebooks, journals, sketchbooks, and recordings. In this collection, Kerouac scholar Regina Weinreich
supplements an incomplete draft of a haiku manuscript found in Kerouac's archives with a generous selection
of Kerouac's other haiku, from both published and unpublished sources. With more than 500 poems, this is a
must-have volume for Kerouac enthusiasts everywhere.
Zen Baggage Bill Porter 2009-03-01 In the spring of 2006, Bill Porter traveled through the heart of China,
from Beijing to Hong Kong, on a pilgrimage to sites associated with the first six patriarchs of Zen. Zen Baggage
is an account of that journey. He weaves together historical background, interviews with Zen masters, and
translations of the earliest known records of Zen, along with personal vignettes. Porter's account captures the
transformations taking place at religious centers in China but also the abiding legacy they have somehow
managed to preserve. Porter brings wisdom and humor to every situation, whether visiting ancient caves
containing the most complete collection of Buddhist texts ever uncovered, enduring a six–hour Buddhist
ceremony, searching in vain for the ghost in his room, waking up the monk in charge of martial arts at Shaolin
Temple, or meeting the abbess of China's first Zen nunnery. Porter's previously published Road to Heaven:
Encounters with Chinese Hermits has become recommended reading at Zen centers and universities
throughout America and even in China (in its Chinese translation), and Zen Baggage is sure to follow suit.
The Nursery Rhymes of England James Orchard Halliwell-Phillipps 1842
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